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ABSTRACT

This paper is based on the theory of fuzzy sets as a mathematical means of description of speech and language. It is suggested to consider the problem of parametric representation and following analysis of speech signals with the purpose of obtaining results at every step; and vice versa and an analysis of obtaining results at every step.

INTRODUCTION

The idea to use the theory of fuzzy sets for speech recognition was suggested in [5, 6]. Partially it was connected with difficulties arising with attempts to use the traditional mathematical methods of description of speech and language, particularly when constructing non-adaptive systems of speech recognition, i.e., speaker-independent speech recognition systems for an arbitrary speaker which is a carrier of pronunciation norms for given language. Experimental data obtained by Klatt and Stevens [6] shows that uncertainty of speech signals in acoustic field is the main property of speech. At the same time underphonic decoding linguists are managing without any complicated mathematical means and even without sufficient current information. The studies on blind-spectrogram-reading experiments with various speakers which have been carried out over the years on the faculty of Philology of Moscow State University [7] and constructions of speech understanding systems based on the analysis of phonetician's expert-experience with decoding speech spectrums confirm our thesis. Using only general linguistic knowledge on nature of formant parameters, on intensity of signals and harmonics experts-language make successful phonetic decoding actually basing on fuzzy linguistic variables (for example, high 1 formant, very low 2 formant, big total energy etc.).

FUZZY TRANSFORMATIONS IN SPEECH RECOGNITION

It has been assumed that elements of thinking of man would enable to imagine as fuzzy subsets for which the function of belonging takes not only 1 or 0 but real numbers between 0 and 1. In practical systems of recognition it is not necessary on the parametric level to try to find some unique decisions on belonging to a definite class, but it is possible to accept several variants of sounds as it is doing in systems for understanding continuous speech when forming of phonetic lattices. Remark that uncertainty on the phonetic level may be setted using higher linguistic levels (lexical, syntactic and semantic). Thus extension of uncertainty of solutions for ill-definable classes of sounds on lower recognition levels may give more possibilities for right and reliable recognition of speech sounds than raising rigidity of decision-making on the same level.

It is possible to describe speech which is its nature rather complicated information phenomenon with the help of fuzzy linguistic variables connected with features of prime parameters which in their turn are results of some objective measurements and do not contain fuzziness. Thus on the stage of prime data reduction of speech signal we have direct transformation from a fuzzy set to an usual one. At the same time labels indicating on belonging of learning set to suitable classes may be fuzzy. It means, that classification object must be going on with taking into account all of the probable classes. Thus on the stage of fuzzy classification we have an inverse transformation from usual subsets to fuzzy ones.

In the case of data reduction of speech signals using the notion of usual $X$-level subsets $A = \{(x) \in \alpha \}$ we may formulate the general principle of construction of acoustic-phonetic processor, which consists in search of $X$-level which controls passage of speech signals through some key schemes for purpose of subsequent processing. Experimentally $X$-levels are selected such 1) basic noise of apparatus, stationary noise and room noise do not stand out against a background in pauses; 2) there is information on place of formation of weak fricative sounds ($f, h$) when they appear, as a result we have a direct transformation from the fuzzy subset of analogic speech signals to the usual subset of discrete figure codes corresponding to these analogic signals, i.e., $\{f(t) + [X] \}$; where $\{f(t) \}$ is a fuzzy set of analogic speech signals; $[X]$ is a set of discrete readings of parameters representing of a speech signal $i = \{i, \ldots, M \}$ in a type of parameter;
\( j = 1, \ldots, n \) is a number of reading. The fuzzy decision on belonging of these discrete readings to the nearest samples is described in \( M' \). In the process of work of fuzzy decision algorithms we have the inverse transformation from the fuzzy set of discrete readings of parameters representing of speech signal to an usual subset of hypothesis on pronounced word.

Such transformation may be realized using decomposition theorem \( M' \), which from the chain of usual subsets \( A_1 \subset A_2 \subset \ldots \subset A_n \) of acoustically similar families of segments of words with phonetic labels defined by parametric matrices gives us a fuzzy subset of hypothesis on pronounced word (here \( A_i - A_i' \), \( A_n - A_n' \), \( A_i' \) are phonetic transcription of acoustically similar words; \( A_i' \) is a phonetic label of \( i \)-th segment and \( j \)-th word; \( n \) is the word number; \( A_n' \) is length of phonetic transcription of \( n \)-th word).

The inclusion relation of acoustically similar words is defined by relative embedding coefficient.

**DEFINITION 1.** By a relative inclusion coefficient \( K_n \) from \( A_n \) to \( A_n' \) is meant the maximal number of coincidence of phonemes in transcription arranged on the order of appearance: \( K_n = \frac{\max(m \in J A_i', A_i')}{A_i'} \) where the meanings of \( A_i' \) for \( A_i \) are such that \( A_i' > A_i \), \( A_i' > A_i \), \( A_i' > A_i \).

The following transformation (from a fuzzy subsets of hypotheses on pronounced word to a precise belonging of introduced realization to a definite standard) may be realized, for example, with regard for syntax and semantics of language.

On these grounds we may consider the problem of parametric representation and subsequent analysis of speech recognition as a problem of subsequent transformations from fuzzy subsets to usual ones and vice versa and analysis of results on each step. Such transformations may be described using Galois relations for fuzzy sets \( M' \).

These theses were used when working out of acoustic-phonetic and phonologic processor and hardware-software speech recognition systems.
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